
Box. 19. Published Scientific works.  
 

Remarque sur le calcul numérique des fonctions symétriques élémentaire  
RF1923b  
Contains notes (in Norwegian) and reprint (4 pp.). 

Statistiske iakttagelser av fjær-fæholdet i Schweiz [Statistical observations 
of poultry keeping in Switzerland] RF1923c. 
Published in Tidsskrift for Fjærfæavl, Kristiania (Oslo). Folder contains the original journal issue. 
comment : perhaps the oddest outlier in Frisch’s production. Probably conceived and written when RF travelled 
from Paris to Italy in the summer of 1923.  

Solution d’un problème du calcul des probabilities (Premier problème de 
Simmons.) RF1924a 
Contains typewritten mss and handwritten drafts for both publication together with notes and 
reprints (22 pp. and 4 pp.). 
Notes: 1) The Edvardsen bibliography does not give the parenthetical part of the titles. 

Sur un problème du calcul des probabilities (Premier problème de 
Simmons) RF1924b. 
 Identical in content to RF1924a. In this publication the author is given as Ragnard Frisch.  

Recurrence formulae for the moments of the point binomial   RF1925b 
Contains typewritten ms., handwritten draft, notes, reprint  (7 pp.) and submission letter addressed 
to K. Pearson. 

Sur les semi-invariants de Thiele   RF1925c 
Contains typewritten ms. (2 ex), notes (in Norwegian), submission letter and reprint (3 pp.). 

Impossibilité de reserrer l’inégalité de Markov dans le cas general  RF1926a 
Contains handwritten ms. (in French) for the proceedings, an earlier version (in French), the original 
note (in Norwegian) written down after A. Guldberg’s paper at the congress on Markov’s lemma, and 
a reprint (4 pp.). Thus Frisch’s paper was not on the agenda for the congress.  

Semi-invariants de Thiele et moments d’ordre supérieur  RF1926f 
Contains the handwritten ms for the Scandinavian Mathematicians Congress in Copenhagen 1925, 
titled Thieleske halvinvarianter og momenter av høiere orden, and an earlier draft with same title, 
various congress documents, the handwritten ms. (in French) for the proceedings and a reprint (10 
pp.). 

Sur les semi-invariants et moments employés dans l’etudedes distributions 
statistiques RF1926g 
Doctoral dissertation, published by the Norwegian Academy of Science in 1926. The defence took 
place on 13 October 1926. The file contains the complete dissertation transferred to A4 pages 
(87pp.), a proof copy of the first 32 pp. but not the final version, and reprint (dedicated to T. Sinding).  
Momentene i den hypergeometriske fordelingslov (incl. ms for chapter 3).  
Contains typewritten ms. (101 pp.) with the first 34 pp. missing. Also some notes and calculations. 
 



Le problem inverse.  
Handwritten incomplete ms. titled Chap. IV: Le problème inverse. Most likely this is ms. for an 
unpublished chapter 4 of the dissertation, cf. the final paragraphs of the published dissertation. 
Together with the ms. various related notes and a newspaper cut. Correspondence related to the 
dissertation. Exchange of letters with the secretary of the academy about the costs pf proof 
corrections, which the Academy accepted to pay. 
Two congratulatory letters of which one from Norsk Guldsmedforbund. 
Letter to M.G. Kendall, 15.10.1946 claiming to have originated some results Kendall has attributed to 
Haldane. Frisch refers to article in 1925 and the dissertation. Attached to the letter is a one page 
densely written note which appears to be a draft of an article to Annals of Mathematical Statistics to 
make the point in the letter. Most  likely an article was never submitted.  
Dissertation trial lecture. Notebook with handwritten ms. for trial lecture with title Under hvilke 
betingelser gjelder den setning, at når alle produksjonsfaktorer får en godtgjørelse efter sin 
grenseproduktivitet så vil den samlede godtgjørelse svare til den samlede produktverdi (38 pp.)The 
lecture was given at 19:15 on 7 Oct. 1926 in Aud. 4. Also a draft version of the ms. and some notes. 

Sammenhengen mellom primærinvestering og reinvestering RF1927b  
Contains handwritten ms. 30 pp., notes and calculations, drawings (2 ex), notes (in Norwegian), 
submission letter and reprint (36 pp.).  Also a letter from Schønheyder with attached proof pages of 
the first part of Schønheyder’s paper. 

Sur un problème d'économie pure  RF1926h 
Published in Norsk Matematisk Forenings Skrifter, Serie 11. Nr. 16 (1-40) Folder contains original 
publication (40 pp.). It is worth noting that the copy in the folder belonged to Trygve Haavelmo as is 
evidenced by his name written on the cover.  

The analysis of statistical time series  (121 pp.) RF1927a 
 Mimeo (127 pp.), New York, 1927. Circulated by Frisch with help of W. C. Mitchell. 

Sammenhengen mellom primærinvestering og reinvestering   RF1927b 
Contains handwritten ms. 30 pp., notes and calculations, drawings (2 ex), notes (in Norwegian), 
submission letter and reprint (36 pp.). Also a letter from Schønheyder with attached proof pages of 
the first part of Schønheyder’s paper.  Within can also be found a translation by Einar Hope edited by 
J.S. Chipman. 

Sur le calcul numérique des moments ordinaires et des moments composés   
d’une distribution statistique  RF1927c 
Contains typewritten ms., two handwritten drafts, notes and reprint (11 pp.). 

Changing Harmonics and other General Types of Components in Empirical 
Series RF1928a 
Skandinavisk Aktuarietidskrift, Vol 11, 220-236. Folder contains a copy of the published paper with 
several marginal notes by RF. 

Correlation and scatter in statistical variables  RF1929a and RF1929b 
Published both in Nordisk Statistisk Tidskrift (Vol 8, 36-102) and in the  English version Nordic 
Statistical Journal (Vol 1, 36-102). Contains notes and reprint (67 pp.). RF often cited this work as 
published in 1928. 



On approximation to a certain type of integrals  RF1929c 
Contains reprint (53 pp.). Note: This paper is further work on a problem dealt with in the doctoral 
dissertation and is related to work by Steffensen and Pólya. 

Statikk og dynamikk i den økonomiske teori [Statics and dynamics in 
economic theory]  RF1929d 
Nationaløkonomisk Tidsskrift, 1929,  Vol 67, 321-379. 
Contains notes (in Norwegian) and reprint. Contains detailed typewritten notes for revising the 
paper, also handwritten drafts. 

Økonomisk teori [Economic theory]  RF1929f  
Contains two copies of reprint (44 pp.), one with extensive marginal notes, and letter exchanges in 
1930-31 between RF, Oskar Jæger, Kristian Schønheyder and Oscar Engländer. 
Note: The paper was a reaction to a book by Oskar Engländer, which it sharply criticized. The title 
could be given in English as Certain erronous propositions in price theory. RF must have expected 
according to footnote 1 in the paper that a version in German would be published by Zeitschrift für 
Nationalökonomie, edited by Oskar Morgenstern. It seems likely that RF never submitted.  

Konjunkturbevegelsen som statistisk og som teoretisk problem  RF1931d 
Contains a reprint  (21 +11 pp.) and a ms titles Konjunkturstatistikkens metode (typewritten, folio, 
undated), which seems likely to have been written in 1928 or 1929, but drawn on in the Stockholm 
presentation. 

A method of decomposing an empirical series into its cyclical and 
progressive components RF1931e 
 Base don lecture at joint meeting of AAAS, AMS and ASA, 29 Dec. 1931 in Cleveland, Ohio. File 
comprises partly typewritten, partly handwritten manuscript, handwritten draft and typewritten ms. 
for the lecture and a reprint. (5 pp.).  

Capital production and consumer-taking - A rejoinder  RF1932a 
Published Journal of Political Economy, Vol 40, 253-255.  The article is a part of the exchange with J. 
M. Clark after RF1931b. 

Capital production and consumer-taking: A final word RF1932b 
Published Journal of Political Economy,  Vol 40, 694-694. The article is a part of the exchange with J. 
M. Clark after RF1931b. 

Einige punkte einer Preistheorie mit Boden und Arbeit als 
Produktionsfaktoren RF1932d 
Folder contains reprint (43 pp.).  

Méthodes nouvelles pour mesurer l’utilité marginale RF1932f 
Co-author Jacques Moret. Handwritten ms for Frisch’s presentation at the very first meeting in 
Econometric Society in Lausanne, 1931, cf. the report from the meeting in the first issue of 
Econometrica. The ms was later used in the article, preceded by an introduction to Frisch’s work by 
Jacques Moret. 

New methods of measuring marginal utility RF1932h 
Contains illustrations used in the book, incl. original drawings, and handwritten data files used in 
table 1 (p.30) in the book (possibly the same data used in RF1926h). Also a long note written by Carl 
Thomas to Carl Snyder (both of the Fed. Res.). Finally a letter exchange between Frisch and Abraham 



Burk after Frisch received ms for Burk’s article cum review of RF1932h in REStud 1936, folder 
contains as well a letter exchange with Dr Erich Reigrotzki in 1948. 

On the use of difference equations in the study of frequency distributions  
RF1932l 
Folder contains reprint . 

Verdensøkonomien i efterkrigstiden [The world economy in the post-war 
time] RF1932m 
 Published as  Universitetets radioforedrag Serie B Nr. 6, H. Aschehoug & co (W. Nygaard) Oslo, 140 
pp. With Wilhelm Keilhau and Ingvar Wedervang. See RF1932e. 

Pitfalls in the statistical construction of demand and supply curves RF1933e 
Contains handwritten notes and calculations related to the published paper. Also included is some 
handwritten notes on Elmer Working’s 1927 paper and on A.C. Pigou’s 1930 paper.  

Propagation Problems and Impulse Problems in Dynamic Economics 
RF1933f 
Published in Economic essays in honour of Gustav Cassel, George Allen & Unwin Ltd, London, 171-
205. Also issued as Publikasjon nr 3, Institute of Economics, University of Oslo. Contains reprint and 
letter to the publisher about reprint and scribbled notes.  

Problèmes et méthodes de l’économétrie RF1933k  
Nine folders. A series of eight lectures given at Institut Henri Poincaré, Université de Paris, March-
April 1933. The lectures were meant to be published but RF never submitted a final ms. Publication 
eventually took place translated into English in 2009, see RF2009a. The mss for the eight lectures are 
in separate folders with an additional folder containing correspondence. The lecture files contain 
typewritten drafts and handwritten additions, partly as marginal notes for the final versions. Some 
additional documents in the files, partcularly in Lecture 1. 

Lecture 1: Fondements philosophiques de l’économetrie. La méthode axiomatique de utilité en tant 
que quantite. 

Lecture 2:  Exemples des théories économiques statiques et semistatiques. Monopole, polypole. La 
notion de force. 

Lecture 3:  Qu-est-ce qu’une théorie « dynamique » ? Propriétés des systèmes déterminés et 
indéterminés. 

Lecture 4:  Exemples de théories économétriques dynamiques. Oscillations des systèmes clos. La 
théorie des crises. 

Lecture 5:  La création des cycles par des chocs aléatoires. Synthèse entre le point de vue probabiliste 
et le point de vue des lois dynamiques déterminées. 

Lecture 6:  La construction statistique des fonctions économétriques. Equations autonomes et 
equations confluentes. Le danger des analyses à plusieurs variables. 

Lecture 7:  La technique des séries temporelles. Décomposition des series. Opérations linéaires et leur 
problèmes d’inversion. 

Lecture 8:  Conclusion : La signification des lois sociales et mécaniques. Invariance et rigidité. 
Remarques sur une philosophie du chaos.  



Correspondence related to the Poincaré lectures. 
The folder comprise the following letters: 

Letter G. Darmois to R. Frisch, 18.11.31. 
Invitation to give lectures. 

Letter R. Frisch to G. Darmois, 07.12.31. 
Positive response, preliminary list of eight lectures. 

Letter R. Frisch to G. Darmois, 21.12.31. 
Have got funds from Rockefeller for establishing Institute of Economics, proposes postponement 
until fall term 1932. 

Letter M. Fréchet to R. Frisch, 16.02.32. 
About the invitation. 

Letter G. Darmois to R. Frisch, 15.11.32. 
About Econometrica. 

Letter G. Fournier (Sécretaire) to R. Frisch, 15.11.32. 
Official invitation, promises publication of the lectures. 

 Letter R. Frisch to G. Darmois, 24.11.32. 
About Econometrica. 

Letter R. Frisch to G. Fournier, 24.11.32 
Suggests time for the lectures, promises new lecture titles. 

Letter G. Fournier to R. Frisch, 09.02.33. 
Confirms times, draft of posted enclosed.  

Letter R. Frisch to G. Fournier, 20.02.33. 
Final list of titles. 

Letter G. Fournier to R. Frisch, 01.03.33. 

Letter G. Fournier to R. Frisch, 11.03.33. 
Finalizing the arrangements.  

Sparing og cirkulasjonsregulering RF1933l 
Typewritten draft (20 pp.) undated. There are several draft versions of this document, which was first 
published as three newspaper articles and later as a pamphlet. An English translation was published 
in 2007 as Saving and Circulation Regulation in Rivista Di Storia Economica,  Vol 23 (Nuova serie), 233 
– 248.  

Circulation planning: Proposal for a national organisation of a commodity 
and service exchange RF1934a 
Published in Econometrica, Vol 2, 258-336 and 422-435. 

More Pitfalls in the Construction of Demand and Supply Curves. RF1934c 
Contains typewritten ms. (10 pp.) and handwritten draft (16 pp.).  Contains reprint (25 pp.), 
draft/notes (10 pp.), two letters. Part of an exchange with W.Leontief after RF1933e. 

Statistical confluence analysis by means of complete regression systems 
RF1934f 



Contains  letters in connection with the publication and proof reading; 
Utility analysis and measurements of money flexibility in the United States of America and 
Scandinavia, typewritten (ca 30 pp.), which seems to be part of the ms for RF1934f (not checked in 
detail); 
Letter exchange with Frederick Waugh 1935;  

Two notebooks and additional pp. written by Coward, which seems to be lecture notes on confluence 
analysis prior to the preparation of the book; 

Letter by French engineer Chabanier 1945 and three notebooks with French translation of the 
confluence analysis; 

Announcements of meeting in Teknisk-økonomisk Studiekreds og Aktuarforeningen om mote i 
København 18.12.34 with Frisch to speak about Statistisk Konfluensanalyse. 

Open Market Operations og deres virkninger på banksystemet RF1935g 
Published as Annex 4 in Innstilling om Markedsoperasjoner (Open market operations) 1935. Cf. 

corresponding file in Box 28.  

Annual survey of general economic theory: The problem of index numbers 
RF1936a 
Published in Econometrica, Vol  4, 1-38. Errata on p 192.  

General choice-field theory RF1937a 
Published in  Report of the Third Annual Research Conference on Economics an Statistics, held by 
Cowles Commission for Research in Economics 28 June - 23 July 1937, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 64-
69.  

Sosialøkonomiske utsnitt. Originaltekster utgitt med innføringer og 
forklaringer [Selected economic readings. Classical texts with introductions 
and explanations] RF1940c 
Published  H. Aschehoug & co. (W. Nygaard) Oslo, 234 pp. Co-authored by Willhelm Keilhau 

Forord og Innledning [Preface and Introduction] RF1941a 
In Wold, Knut Getz: Kosthold og levestandard. En økonomisk undersøkelse [Nutrition and standard of 
living. An economic investigation],  Oslo, Fabritius og Sønners Forlag, i-ii and 1-23.  

En byggekostnadsindeks grunnlagt på de faktiske byggeforhold til enhver 
tid  [A cost-of-building index based on the current building 
conditions]RF1943b  
Published in Statsøkonomisk Tidskrift, Vol 57, 1-220. Contains an exchange of letters between AS 
Stormbull ’s director  Bernt Fossum and other letters pertaining the publication of the article. The ms 
is not included. 

Økosirk-systemet (Det økonomiske sirkulasjonssystem) [The ecocirc 
system (The system of economic circulation)] RF 1943c 
Published Ekonomisk Tidskrift, Vol 45, 106-121. 

En statistisk analyse av bakeprøver  [A statistical analysis of bakery 
samples] RF 1945b 
 In Kristiania Brødfabrikk A/S og A/S Rosenborgkomplekset gjennom 25 år, A jubilee publication, Oslo, 



Beretning om selskapenes anlegg, organisasjon og drift, 172-181. Also as Memo 05.05.48, re-issued 
as RF1954c. 

Irving Fisher at eighty   RF1947a 
Published in Econometrica, Vol 15, 71-74. 
also published in Stimulator, Vol 1 No 4, 5-8 (RF1947b). 
Also appeared under the title:Tribute to Irving Fisher in Journal of the American Statistical 
Association, Vol 42, 2-5. (RF1947g), with Fisher's response pp 7-8.  

Noen trekk av konjunkturlæren (Med et tillegg om levestandard og 
prisindeks) [Some elements of the business cycle theory (With a 
supplement on standard of living and price index)], RF1947d 
Published H. Aschehoug & co (W. Nygaard) Oslo, (107 pp.). Contains a typewritten copy of additions 
planned for the article and afterwards ther rest of the documents are typewritten additions planned 
as well. The original manuscript is included. 

On the need for forecasting a multilateral balance of payments. (17 pp.) 
RF1947e 
Contains an exchange of letters with the editor of AER, Paul T. Homan and reprint. It appears that the 
original title was ‘On the need for an inter-economic budget’. 

Den samfunnsmessig optimale arbeidsinnsats [The socially optimum 
employment], , RF1947f 
Published in Stimulator Vol 1 No 7, 5-16. Originally issued as Institute Memo , Frisch 15.08.47 , see 
the annotations.  

Den optimale arbeidsinnsats. RF1948a 
Published Ekonomisk Tidskrift, vol 50, 63-80. Contains MS, related notes, editorial correspondence 
with E. Lundberg, a 10-page note by L.R. Klein on Frisch’s paper, a 5-page note (handwritten) by E. 
Sverdrup on Frisch’s paper, letter from Nørregaard Rasmussen, letter to Leo Törnquist, handwritten 
notes.   

Prolegomena to a pressure-analysis of economic phenomena RF1949b  
Published in Metroeconomica, Vol 1, 135-160.  

Alfred Marshall's theory of value RF1950a  
Published inThe Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol 64, 495-524. The publication is an English 
translation of Notatene til økonomisk teori (1947) ekskurs 14.   

Monopoly – Polypoly – The concept of force in the economy. RF1951c 
Contains correspondence in connection with the translation and republishing of RF1933c.  

Some personal reminiscences on a great man. RF1951e 
Contains typewritten ms. and exchange of editorial letters with managing editor in Econometrica 
W.B. Simpson and editorial secretary J. Novick. The same manuscript was translated into French and 
published by Economie Appliquée (RF1950f), editorial correspondence with Pierre Pujade included. 
The Econometrica article was reprinted in S.E. Harris (ed.): Schumpeter, Social Scientist, Harvard 
University Press, 1951 (not listed separately in bibliography), editorial correspondence with S.E. 
Harris included. It appears that Frisch received comments from Haavelmo and Gunnar Bøe.  



Økonomisk demokrati [Economic democracy] RF1951g  
Published as a pamphlet  Arbeidernes Aktietrykkeri,  Oslo (20 pp.) as put together from RF1950g and 
RF 1951e.  

Frisch on Wicksell. RF1952c 
Contains editorial correspondence with H.W. Spiegel and with John Wiley & Sons. It appears that 
Frisch as usual submitted very late. The article was also issued as memorandum of 15 Dec. 1951 
titled ‘Knut Wicksell.A cornerstone in modern economic theory’. Exchange of letters with A.Ll. Wright 
who sent the paper ‘Saving and the rate of interest in a progressive economy’, in which he had 
adopted Frisch’s ideas in then Wicksell and regarded it as ‘a new approach to the Keynesian theory of 
the rate of interest’. Letters to Ekonomisk tidskrift and to Archiv für Sozialwissenschaft und 
Sozialpolitik about permissions to quote Wicksell and Schumpeter, respectively. Letter to Johan 
Åkerman about the correct source for Wicksell’s wooden horse metaphor (as misstated in RF1933f). 
Letter to Mrs Collinder asking about Wicksell’s religious beliefs. Also letters from Frederick A. Wuori 
and Herman Wold and handwritten notes for the article. 

Macroeconomics and linear programming. RF1956b   
Contains editorial correspondence with E. Lundberg and B. Hansen. 

Aggregeringsproblemet fra produksjonsteoretisk synspunkt. RF1958a  
Contains editorial correspondence. 

 Økonomikkens landevinninger i nyere tid [The progress of economics in 
recent time] RF1958b 
Published in Statsøkonomisk Tidsskrift, Vol 72, 263-286. From a speech delivered at a gala meeting at 
the University of Oslo October 25 1958 at the fiftieth anniversary of the first degree in economics.  

On welfare theory and Pareto regions. RF1959c 
This paper originated in 1953 as an annex to a paper at a IARIW conference, later published as 
RF1955b. The annex appeared as memorandum 17 August 1953. It was published in French as 
RF1954d. In the French translation there were substantial changes in section 6. This version was used 
for RF1959c with some additional minor corrections. 
Contains the typewritten original of the abovementioned memorandum with some handwritten 
marginal notes, letter to Zeuthen 1953, A note by Tinbergen ‘More realism in welfare economics’(18 
pp., Feb. 1953), exchange of letters with Tinbergen 1956, and handwritten notes.  

The Principle of Recurrent Planning RF1959d 
In Bergvall, John et al (eds): Ekonomi Politik Samhälle, Stockholm, Bokförlaget Folk och Samhälle, 67-
74. A volume in honour of Bertil Ohlin. RF’s contribution was an excerpt (adapted) from General 
Theory of the Kernel Model, Memo 07.02.58. Contains correspondence in connection with 
publication, changes made in the original version, etc.  

Market Prices vs. factor costs and the constancy of production coefficients 
RF1960c 
Published in Essays in economics and econometrics. A volume in honor of Harold Hotelling by Chapel 
Hill, the University of North Carolina ( Pfouts, R.W., ed). Contained within are original ms along with 
correspondence sustained with R.W. Pfouts. 

Maxima et minima. Théorie et applications économiques RF1960d  
Published by Dunod, Finance et économie appliquée volume 8,  Paris (178 pp.) In collaboration with 
A. Nataf; translated from Norwegian by M. Gilliard. Contains correspondence with A.Reidel from D 
Reidel Publishing Company . Also, a letter from US lieutenant  Roger Nils Folsom with questions 



regarding the article to which we find a mimeograph of Frisch’s response. Also letter from Sagitario a 
publishing house in Barcelona asking for a copy of the document to consider it for publication. The 
manuscript is not included. 

Speed with safety through national planning RF1960g 
Published inL'Egypte Contemporaine, Cairo, National Planning Committee, 5-43.  Frisch in 21.04.60 
made manuscript for the present article. Also as reprint No 118 from UO. 

Innledning til produksjonsteorien, 9. utgave [Introduction to the theory of 
production, ninth edition] RF1962? 
Oslo, Universitetsforlaget, 252 pp.  

Den sosialøkonomiske vitenskaps utvikling[The development of the 
economic science] RF1962h 
Published in Sosialøkonomen Vol16, pages 2-6. Folder contains a typewritten copy with several notes 
written on it in pen. It contains two other cipies, one in perfect state and another one that seems ot 
be a draft with glued-together parts.  

Lois techniques et économiques de la production,RF1963c 
Published by  Dunod, Finance et économie appliquée volume 14, Paris (362 pp.) (two copies of the 
document) Translated from Norwegian by Marc Gilliard. The book comprises the content of both first 
volume (1946c ) and second volume (20.11.53) of Innledning til produksjonsteorien [Introduction to 
the theory of production]. An English translation RF1965k, and an Italian translation RF1966e. 

Dynamic Utility RF1964a 
Econometrica, Vol. 32, 418-424. Contains editorial correspondence, a proof copy and reprint. Also 
letter from Alan Powell 11.09.64, commenting upon the article, and letter from Edmond Malinvaud 
22.04.63 with an attached chapter from lecture notes. 

Parametric solution and programming of the Hicksian model  RF1964f 
Co-author Ashok Parikh. Contains ms based on memorandum version (1962), proof copy/reprint and 
much correspondence with Parikh and some letters related to the publication of the article. Also a 
note on advice to colleagues about students from developing countries. 

Politikk i pakt med fremtiden [Politics in harmony with the future] 
RF1965e 
Pamphlet published by A/L Orientering (87 pp.).  The pamphlet originally appeared as a series of 
12(?) articles in Orientering. Contains handwritten and typewritten pieces of the ms and some 
related papers and notes.  

Selection and implementation - The econometrics of the future RF1965g  
Published in Semaine d'Étude sur le Role de l'analyse econometrique dans la formulation de plans de 
developpement, by Pontificiae Academiae Scientiarvm Scripta Varia – 28, Rome, 1197-1204. Inside 
the folder are the two tomes of the the publication (within which we find Frisch’s contribution) as 
well as a reprint containing only Frisch’s Selection and Implementation. 

Leggi tecniche ed economiche della produzione industriale  RF1966e   
Published by Milan, Etas Kompass, 53 pp. Translation of RF1963c by Luigi M. Bianchi. Introduction by 
Luigi Frey, xiii-xxxvi. 

 
Rational Price Fixing in a Socialistic Society (Part 1) RF1966j 



Contains handwritten and typewritten ms and proof copy with corrections. Part 2 was never 
published. Many wrote to the journal or to Frisch about the continuation. The file also contains notes 
and reading material used for writing the article or in preparation of part 2. The reading material 
comprised articles by Leif Johansen, Jaroslav Haber and Ota Šik and newspaper cuttings. Exchanges 
with the editor and the printer.  

Øst og Vest - og avanserte planleggingsmetoder RF1966k and RF1966l.  
[East and west - and advanced planning methods. The second article: The price problem] Contains 
many  handwritten notes, a mimeograph of the second manuscript and a typewritten copy of the 
first. There are also newspaper cuttings of articles written by Dr. Philos. Professor i økonomi Jevsei 
Liberman from different newspapers. 

An Interview with  the professor Ragnar Frisch RF1969b 
Published in a Separatum in a review from The General Assembly of the Hungarian Economic 
Association. Interview appears on p. 208. The folder contains the original document.  

Econometrics in the midst of analytical and social turmoils RF1970a.  
The folder contains three pages of photocopies of James D. Watson’s the double helix, handwritten 
notes. There is also a series of correspondence regarding a summoning to produce a festschrift in 
honor of Professor Herman Wold to which Frisch contributed with the article. The original 
manuscript or article is included in the folder as well as some typewritten notes and drafts. 

Econometrics in the world of today RF1970b.  
document is part of a Festschrifft for R. Harrod. The folder contains mimeographed correspondence 
with J.N.Wolfe from the University of Edinburgh as well as Maurice Scott from Nuffield College, 
Oxford. It contains as a typewritten copy of the document (which was to have the title: “From growth 
models to realistic decision models”). This copy is severely written over  and corrected by Frisch. 
There is also a second final typewritten copy of the document. 

Communication and developing countries RF1971b.  
The folder contains a typewritten copy of the manuscript. 

On a problem in pure economics RF1971d  
Published in Preferences, utility, and demand - A Minnesota symposium ( Chipman, John S., Leonid 
Hurwicz, Marcel K. Richter and Hugo F. Sonnenschein, eds), New York, Chicago, San Francisco, 
Atlanta, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 386-423. Folder contains a typewritten copy of the original 
manuscript. This is an English translation by John Chipman of RF1926h. 

Økonomisk teori og økonomisk politikk [Economic theory and economic 
policy] RF1971h 
Published in Økonomi og politikk, Oslo, H Aschehoug & co., pp. 5-13.   
Folder contains the typewritten manuscript, correspondence with Petter Jakob Bjerve, handwritten 
notes. 

Kvantitatív és dinamikus közgazdaságtan, Budapest, Közgazdasági és Jogi 
Könyvkiadó, RF1974a.  
Book (382 pp.) published in Hungarian containing 11 papers from Frisch. folder  contains the original 
publication 

Preface RF1977?   
Preface in Knaurs Buch der modernen Statistik. Preface to the book in Swoboda, H.. Droemer Knaur, 
München [Czech translation: Moderní statistika. Svoboda, Praha 1977]  
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